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Mya and Janet work at a local coffee shop where they get into all kinds of naughty situations! But can they go beyond the
occasional fling and be something more?Cup O' Love is a sexy webcomic with Sugar, Cream and everything Obscene!(Contains
adult themes and NSFW content)
Thomas spills coffee on his portal maker then winds up in hell with a sexy futa named Nixxi. What could possibly go wrong?
After taking me out miniature golfing (I didn't do well), the hot futa Kyla makes me her slut. Hot futanari on femboy action! Don't
miss it!
When a girl really wants something, she tends to find a way… These three women will do anything to land their perfect dream
girl—even if it means they have to turn a man into her to get her! In this fun and exciting collection of three steamy titles, three
young men find themselves turned into women in order to be the girl their partner always dreamed of having. With this much
magical and thrilling transformation content, what are you waiting for? Get it today! Full-Length books in this collection: - Virtual
Girlfriend by Alyson Belle - Problem Solver by Alyson Belle - Fashion Mistress by Alyson Belle
Have you ever wondered why people act so differently online compared to reality? Why are cybersex and online sexual relations
so easy for people to participate in? Why do married people cheat online? And why do people often play the opposite gender?
This paper answers many questions reguarding the myriad of ways people are using online roleplaying to explore sexuality in
various ways. Some playfully encounter others and are empowered by the experience. Others are lead into a world where their
dark desires and fetishes can be explored safely. In the end this paper will illuminate you about the world of virtual sexuality and
about the psychology of the people who play intensely in it. Learn about the new world of cybersexuality here.
I meet a hot futanari named Lyra at a club and she makes me her slut. Hot futanari on female action inside! Don't miss it!
Kabuki is well known for its exaggerated acting, flamboyant costumes and makeup, and unnatural storylines. The onnagata,
usually male actors who perform the roles of women, have been an important aspect of kabuki since its beginnings in the 17th
century. In a “labyrinth” of gendering, the practice of men playing women’s roles has affected the manifestations of femininity in
Japanese society. In this case study of how gender has been defined and redefined through the centuries, Maki Isaka examines
how the onnagata’s theatrical gender “impersonation” has shaped the concept and mechanisms of femininity and gender
construction in Japan. The implications of the study go well beyond disciplinary and geographic cloisters.
The Futanarium is a Futa/f compilation or bundle series of scorching erotic short stories, each one unique and exciting in its own
way. There's impregnation, adultery, reluctance, devoted submissives and hints of BDSM throughout. Whether you like sweet
surrender, needy romps or dominant claimings, you will find something for you in this 5-story, 40.000+ word bundle. This bundle
contains the following short stories: Aphrodax A Twisted Pact Hard Shoulder The Grove's Gift Prayers of Perversion
With sales of Doctor Shiela Bennet's drug not quite being what they hoped, her young lab assistant-turned-lover Melinda Carter comes up
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with a naughty plan to promote their product. The saucy little redhead takes a trip to Vegas to meet Lana Ladykiller, her favorite lesbian porn
star. A continuation of the Futa World Series that features Mel taking not one, but two ENORMOUS futas at once! Enjoy!
The following three stories in one bundle: 1. Amia the Futa Nerdy Ben's new computer starts messing up. Who is he going to call? A
computer repair place that does house calls, of course! Unfortunatelly, they send over a hot futa named Amia. What will poor Ben do? How
will he handle this situation with grace and applomb? Find out in this short but hot story. 2. Kira the Futa Thomas is a typical single dude
working a dead-end job in an apartment complex. One day, while doing laundry, he notices that the resident futa, Kira, just walked in the
door. He tries to act cool, but Kira has other plans. 3. Nikki the Futa Shy, nerdy Jason, tired of his boring life, decides to throw caution to the
wind and finally visit a real-life futanari club. Not expecting much, he considers leaving as soon as he arrives, but then a hot futa named Nikki
starts chatting him up. Sparks fly, but will Jason be able to give her the pleasure she deserves?
Akane is the newest recruit to her school's Futa Club, a club where the cutest girls with softest bodies and the hardest weenies can get
together and blow of the steam that is high school life. While Akane isn't quite yet a full fledged member, she's ready, willing and able to
satisfy her senpai. Whether it's the girthy Aya, the modest Ai, the massive Sumika, or the big things in small packages Mao, Akane happily
takes on all comers to ensure the progress of her club.
Enjoy Fanny's five fabulous futa stories in one fantastic collection! Sharing a dorm room with boring blind Serena is no fun at all. Fanny wants
to make the most of her college years, but Serena spends all her time studying. When Fanny finds out her roommate's secret, lesbian lust
takes hold. Over the course of five stories, the girls enjoy sex toys, threesomes, orgies and more! Is it a simple case of sexual exploration, or
will the party girl fall for the bookworm with more? This collection includes the complete Semper Futanari series!
Chelsea has lost the biggest bet of her life, and she wasn?t even playing. Three wealthy businesswomen have made her their prize in a
game of blackjack, and she soon finds herself in a luxurious penthouse suite, entertaining the billionaire half-Japanese beauty &
pharmaceuticals mogul, Michelle Tanaka. Michelle likes them young, timid and obedient, and Chelsea fits her criteria perfectly. But Michelle
is hiding a big secret under her silk robe; one that will shatter Chelsea?s understanding of the world of sex, and her own sexuality. ?Taken by
a Futanari Billionaire? is the first book in the ?Futanari Billionaire? series, and is over 10,000 words of intense, hardcore sex between a
futanari and a submissive female, with a HFN ending. ~~~~~ PG Excerpt ~~~~~ The tinny voice announced that she had reached level
fifteen, and then she stepped out of the immense doors and into a hall of lush red carpeting. She pulled out the clear plastic business card
Michelle had left her, and stared at the red writing on it: Rm 1501, Vernon Towers. Trying her best to control her heartbeat, Chelsea stood at
the door and held her hand out to knock. Then she stopped. Was she really about to do this? Was she really entering the hotel room of a
billionaire CEO who had been involved in her humiliation just an hour before? She didn?t have to answer. As soon as she finished her
thought, the door opened. Michelle Tanaka greeted her wearing nothing but a white silken bathrobe. Her thick black hair was loose behind
her head and a glass of brandy was in her hand. As powerful as she had looked sitting at the blackjack table in her crimson business suit and
loose, open shirt, it didn?t compare to how she looked now. Chelsea could really appreciate the woman?s size. Chelsea herself was five-foot
six, but this woman towered over her at what had to be six foot even. Underneath the long bathrobe, which came down almost to her knees,
Michelle?s legs looked long and well-toned. The robe tied around her waist, exposed even more of her impressive cleavage than she had
shown at the hotel, and Chelsea was filled with awe, envy and excitement. The waitress?s B-cups were positively dwarfed by this woman?s
bust. ?You?re a girl of your word,? she said. ?I-I never actually said I?d come.? ?Not explicitly, you didn?t. But in all other ways that
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mattered...? She let that sentence hang in the air as she drew Chelsea inside. Then the billionaire turned her back to Chelsea, and said,
?I?ve run a bath for you. Enjoy it, but don?t dawdle. I want you back out here in fifteen minutes.? Clearly, this was a woman used to telling
others what to do. Chelsea found that it was hard to disobey her; there was a quality to Michelle Tanaka?s voice and the way she used it that
made a word from her almost like a spell. Not to mention the fact that she was six feet tall and, from what Chelsea could see, had the broad
shoulders and toned muscles of a woman who could break an insubordinate?s neck. As the cocktail waitress undressed (again), she could
hardly believe the sheer opulence of the hotel room?s bathroom, which was bigger than her own bedroom at home. All of the fixtures looked
like they were made of ivory, with the occasional classy touches of copper and gold chrome. The floor was made of large, white tiles with a
tasteful fleur de lis at the center of each. A shower stood in the corner?it was nothing more than two glass walls with a gold chrome shower
head. The bathtub itself sat above ground, standing on clawed golden feet. It was easily big enough to accommodate two grown adults. Once
Chelsea dipped her feet into the hot, scented water, it was impossible for her not to let go and relax her body. The water ran over her skin like
caressing fingers, and the sweet fragrance of the bath oils flooded her senses. It was floral, yet had a biting quality to it that made her think of
liqueur. She submerged her head in the water and nearly gasped as she felt the sensual water run through her hair. It was like taking the first
bath of her life again. The cocktail waitress was feeling more than a little pampered at this treatment, even though she couldn?t know what
direction her situation could take afterwards.
Child pornography is a critical legal and ethical problem that has experienced a resurgence coincident with the growth of the Internet. After
international efforts to amend child protection laws in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, the prevalence of child pornography cases dropped
precipitously and the distribution of child pornography was largely limited to the back rooms of adult bookstores, small cells of individual
traders, and a limited, known list of overseas mail order providers. With the growth of the Internet, the ease, cost, and relative anonymity of
transactions greatly increased the availability of child pornography and the number of child pornography offenders. Digital Child Pornography:
A Practical Guide for Investigators seeks to address the problems faced in investigating child pornography offenses in the always-on, alwaysconnected age. The contents of this book are organized into three sections as follows: • Foundations. The background and modern history of
child pornography are covered. The prevalence and types of child pornography are addressed, and a typology of child pornographers is
presented, including the psychological reasons for the individuals to be engaged in child pornography. An overview of the current federal laws
addressing child pornography is presented, and key cases of recent interest are detailed. How to select investigators to investigate child
pornography offenses and how to keep them safe are also reviewed. • Digital Forensics. Digital forensics, as applied to child pornography, is
addressed. A methodology for planning for and conducting search warrants in child pornography offenses is provided, and key elements of
proof needed that can be gathered digitally are presented. A framework for conducting dead-box analysis for evidence of child pornography
offenses is provided. • Interviews and Interrogations. The subjects of child pornography cases take special care and feeding and they require
special considerations when interviewing. The process of interviewing and interrogating child pornography subjects, from the planning stages
through to obtaining a confession, is documented. Digital Child Pornography: A Practical Guide for Investigators is written by an investigator
specifically for other child pornography investigators and provides the most comprehensive guide to these investigations currently available.
A Futanari is a woman. She sounds like a woman, she looks like a woman, she smells and tastes just like a women. She's just a woman with
a penis. This Book is a collection of four stories that will blow your mind and ruin your pants they're so hot. 48,342 words of hot dominant
futanari action! The Slow Seduction Alison has a secret that she hasn't told her new boyfriend Kevin yet. She has a huge cock. You wouldn't
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know it to look at her. Allie isn't a scruffy transvestite that couldn't pass as a woman in a darkened bar. Allie is a woman, all woman. Well, let's
say 98% woman. The rest of her is her cock. All 10" of it. Guessing that her new boyfriend might not be able to handle this naughty little
secret right away Allie slowly seduces him until he's under her thumb. This is one Futanri who knows how to train her man. By the time sweet
little Allie is done with him not only is he ready to suck her cock, swallow her come and take all 10 inches up his ass but he's so turned on by
her little humiliation games that he's forever putty in her girlish hands. 15,480 words Honey, Your Cock is Like Magic Pete and his wife Becky
have been big fans of pegging for years. Becky loves strapping it on and bending her husband over for a good long session at the end of her
strap on. She loves it almost as much as her husband Pete does. Becky is frustrated by the fact that they can't find a toy that will get her off
as good as it gets Pete off. The couple decide to go shopping and look for a new toy. What they find is more they either of them could have
dreamed. A beautiful, mysterious Japanese woman and her sweet little female submissive offer the couple something that will change their
lives, and Becky's anatomy, forever. 5,607 words Coed With A Cock Tammy has a crush on her dorm mate Penny. She's never been into
women and can't figure out why Penny has her so turned on. Penny seems interested in Tammy but when it comes down to it she chickens
out at the last second. Tammy's is determined to put the moves on her best friend. Little does she know the secret Penny has hidden
between her legs. Once Tammy finds out not only does she get what she wants but she gets more than she could have dreamed. Penny
takes Tammy and then she takes charge! 2,859 words long In Space Everyone Can Hear You Come Intergalactic space trader Captain Jett
had a secret. Not only is he submissive but he likes women to strap it on and fuck him up the ass. Jemma was a hard nosed CEO of a multi
planet corporation. She not only knew Jett's secret she knew just how to take care of him. She also had a job for Jett. A job that would take
him deep into a sector of space that he wasn't familiar with. Deep into a sector of space that would take him months at top speed just to get
to. So she made him a deal. Jett would take the job with a hefty paycheck and Jemma and her secretary would use a special 3D holographic
system to visit him on his journey. They'd keep him company, and well fucked, until he got there and back. What Jett didn't know is that the
sector of space he was headed to was populated by a hermaphroditic race of women known as the Kalu. They were seven foot tall, hung like
horses and had aggressive sexual appetites. These were women straight out of Jett's wet dreams. A bad turn of events almost turns the
whole trip into a nightmare though. Can Jemma save not only the day but Jett's very life before he's kidnapped, sold as a sex slave and
possibly lost forever? Find out in this exciting sci-fi sex story filled with sexually aggressive dick girls and dominant women with strap-ons.
24,396 words
A physics students becomes the slave of a vampire, but when he falls in love with a girl his new life in the secret world of vampires threatens
everyone he cares about.

The futa's passionate plans explode across the country!The futas are spreading. More and more men are becoming women and
women are becoming sexy futas! Helen and her naughty lover are aching to coat the world in their salty love.But they don't agree
on the methods.The futas disagree on their passionate plans. Can Helen and her futa-lover patch up their differences. Or will the
revelation of their true purpose forever split them apart?You have to read this naughty futa-tale full of wicked and hot fun to find out
what happens! This sexy futa novella contains: futa-on-female, futa-on-futa, doctor, coed, oral, anal, DP, first time, gender-swap,
alien, sci-fi, creampie, group fun, toys, hot wives, cuckolding, voyeurism, exhibitionism and more! This naughty tale is not for the
faint of heart!
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Number four in the series holds 18 stories and they are as follows: Story 1 - Abduction Story 2 - Emergence Story 3 - Alpha Story
4 - The Future of Sex Story 5 - The Gifted Story 6 - The Gifted 2 Story 7 - Suspended Animation Story 8 - The Devil in Me Story 9 Dragon Lore Story 10 - The Elementals Story 11 - Virtually Gifted Story 12 - The End is Nigh Story 13 - Almost Good Story 14 Futa Fetish Story 15 - The Cursed Story 16 - College Futas Story 17 - Futa Creations Story 18 - Futa Neighbors These stories are
graphic in nature and are intended for adults only. All characters depicted are 18 or older. Enjoy
Tokugawa Japan ranks with ancient Athens as a society that not only tolerated, but celebrated, male homosexual behavior. Few
scholars have seriously studied the subject, and until now none have satisfactorily explained the origins of the tradition or
elucidated how its conventions reflected class structure and gender roles. Gary P. Leupp fills the gap with a dynamic examination
of the origins and nature of the tradition. Based on a wealth of literary and historical documentation, this study places Tokugawa
homosexuality in a global context, exploring its implications for contemporary debates on the historical construction of sexual
desire. Combing through popular fiction, law codes, religious works, medical treatises, biographical material, and artistic
treatments, Leupp traces the origins of pre-Tokugawa homosexual traditions among monks and samurai, then describes the
emergence of homosexual practices among commoners in Tokugawa cities. He argues that it was "nurture" rather than "nature"
that accounted for such conspicuous male/male sexuality and that bisexuality was more prevalent than homosexuality. Detailed,
thorough, and very readable, this study is the first in English or Japanese to address so comprehensively one of the most complex
and intriguing aspects of Japanese history.
Looking for your dream girl? You're sure to find her in Futanari Fantasies! Get pulled over by a hot traffic cop with a sexy southern
drawl. Repopulate the planet with the last six girls on earth. See what happens when a desperate patient comes to her doctor with
a case of extreme sexual frustration. These six sexy stories will get you going and leave you satisfied! Gia Maria Marquez has
written a full range of brand new, never-before-published erotica especially for this special collection. You don't want to miss it!
Find the futanari of your dreams in this must-have compilation of NEW futa fiction!
Sexy Emily finds a purple jewel in her attic one day, quickly finding that it is under the control of the hottest succubus futanari
monster girl imaginable. And, lucky for Emily, the succubus in question wastes no time in making Emily her slut. Hot monster girl
futanari on female action! Don't miss it! For fans of: transgender erotica, monster erotica, futas and futanaris.
Marsha has a huge crush on Mr. Robinson, but he doesn’t even know she exists. She thinks nothing could be worse than feeling
invisible, but when she offers herself to the teacher he spurns her advances. She runs off in tears only to bump into her guy friends
Adrian and Joel. They’d do anything for Marsha… even help her get her hands on the forbidden Mr. Robinson!
The futa's passion spreads, transforming more men into women and women into naughty futas!All her life, Helen thought she was
a freak, that being a futanari was something to hide. To be ashamed of. But now she knows different. She lets her futa-passion
spread wide. She gender-swaps men into horny women and women into naughty futas.And she has learned she's not alone.Ally, a
futanari who came to earth with Helen, is imprisoned in a secret government lab. And Helen and her harem of naughty futas and
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sexy women will free her. Helen won't let anything stop her from saving her fellow futanari!But she'll need to spread her futapassion far and recruit allies, seducing them into wild delights!This sexy futa novella contains: futa-on-female, futa-on-futa, doctor,
coed, teacher/student, oral, anal, DP, first time, gender-swap, creampie, group fun, cheerleaders, hot wives, cuckolding,
voyeurism, exhibitionism and more! This naughty tale is not for the faint of heart!
Follow the intrepid archaeologist Alexys Sans as she searches an ancient temple in Peru, discovers a thousand year old homicide,
rescues a goddess, and is rewarded with her own godhood - becoming a futanari goddess herself. Of course, this sort of
adventure comes with its own set of hazards and learning curves. This bundle captures the first six chapters of Alexys' story all in
one exciting collection! Included in this bundle - the first six parts of the Blue Futanari Series - Supplicant, Transformation,
Neophyte, Animus, Illusion, and Fray (the ultimate cliffhanger). **Warning - this book contains sexually explicit material including,
futanari sex, futanari transformation, lesbian sex, gender-swapping, supernatural, multi-partner sex, and more. Not suitable for
those that don't enjoy erotic, explicit material.
If you come to the Futanari Phone Booth late at night, you know what you’re looking for: a good time with an eager girl. Dial up any date you
desire and she will appear before you. All you need to know is what number to call. Talya knows. She’s a regular, here at the booth. Let’s
watch her as she enters. Let’s see how it’s done…
The futa's passion erupts into one wild explosion!The naughty futanari are spreading fast. After their victory against the U.S. Military, they are
spreading futa-love far and wide. Naughty women are becoming futas and eager guys are gender-swapping into sexy hotties! The futa-alien
Ariz'ana is eager to cover the entire world in their passion!But Helen has learned the truth of Ariz'ana and her creator's plans. Horrified,
Helen, one of the first two futas has to stop it. Her girlfriend, the busty futa Ally has no doubts in Ariz'ana's goodness. If Helen can't convince
her futa-lover of Ariz'ana's duplicity, Helen will have no choice but to act. Can their love survive?Civil war threatens to rip the futanari apart
while a traitor in their midst plots their destruction!You have to read this wild futa-tale full of naughty delights and hot fun to find out what
happens! This sexy futa novella contains: futa-on-female, futa-on-futa, doctor, coed, oral, anal, DP, first time, gender-swap, alien, sci-fi,
creampie, group fun, toys, hot wives, cuckolding, voyeurism, exhibitionism and more! This naughty tale is not for the faint of heart!
When Jillian is browsing online she comes across lewd images of Futanari women with Horse endowments. Faced with shame she is then
humiliated by a witch who knowingly curses her to live like the images she ran across. Can Jillian find a cure before succumbing to her inner
desires?
The last thing Dr. Saanvi Prabhu wanted was a difficult patient first thing in the morning. But that?s exactly what she got when Olivia arrived
with a big, hard and very personal problem. The good doctor must forgo traditional medicine, and deliver some hands-on sensual healing.
There?s only one problem: when your patient is a desperate teenage futanari, one visit simply isn?t enough! HELP! MY PATIENT IS A
FUTANARI! is over 10,000 words of sexy fun between a female doctor and her futanari patient, with a HEA ending. ~~~~~ PG Excerpt ~~~~~
It was an unusually quiet morning for Dr. Saanvi Prabhu. Only one patient?s name came up in the system, and it was Olivia Lombardy?a
name she found strangely familiar but came with no records. She said the name out loud, feeling it on her tongue. ?Where do I know this
one?? The patient?s date of birth indicated that she had just turned eighteen, so if Saanvi had seen her before, it must have been when the
patient was a kid. Saanvi took off her black-rimmed glasses and wiped them with a tissue. No face came to mind to match that name, but that
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was to be expected. How many thousands of patients had she seen over the years? She liked to think she had a good memory for names
and faces, but even she couldn?t remember all of them. ?Might as well solve this mystery now,? she said, blowing a strand of thick, black hair
from her face and slipping her glasses back on before stepping out into the waiting room. ?Miss Lombardy?? A young woman with strawberry
blonde curls looked up at her and smiled. She had delicate white skin and was a little chubby, but had a kind face that would make anybody
want to be her friend. Saanvi returned the smile. ?Would you step into my office, please?? Olivia stood up and, head slightly lowered,
followed Saanvi into the small, white doctor?s office. As the doctor closed the door behind her, she had no reason to think this day would be
like any other. Little did she know that her personal and professional life would change forever after seeing this one special patient.
Futanaris - beautiful, feminine creatures with breasts, a vagina... and a penis! When our hero accepts a job wrestling Futanaris for a hefty
paycheck, he may have bitten off more than he can chew; his ass will literally be on the line in these no-holds-barred sexfights. If he wins, his
defeated opponent is his plaything, but if he loses.......Fight Night at the Futanari Club contains five full-length matches, all male/Futanari.
Matt does a good deed which starts a chain of consequences that results in the purchase of a bottle with a mischievous magical spirit inside.
This is a work of erotica intended for those 18 and over. All characters are over 18.
Looking for eager futagirls, red-hot erotica, and so much sex it might just blow your mind? The search is over! Find the futa fiction of your
dreams in 18 Fantastic Futanari Stories! Get pulled over by a hot traffic cop with a sexy southern drawl. Repopulate the planet with the last
six girls on earth. See what happens when a desperate patient comes to her doctor with a case of extreme sexual frustration. An icy teacher
warms a student's bottom after class. A busty farm girl shows Mr. City Slicker a good time. A playful pillow fight between girls in silky lingerie
turns into full-blown sexual experimentation. Get ready for a soapy car wash, a maid with more, a saucy cheer squad, and even stories too
taboo to talk about! This bountiful bundle includes a full three erotic anthologies (Futa Fantasies, Futanari Fantasies, and Semper Futanari),
plus a secret bonus story. More than 75,000 words in all! Your deepest desires are sure to be fulfilled!
Postgender: Gender, Sexuality and Performativity in Japanese Culture is a collection of articles by leading researchers in the fields of gender
studies, visual culture and performance studies in Japan. Articles in this volume discuss fundamental issues in relation to the body, sexuality,
gender, and their respective representations in the visual field. The volume contains texts considering gender and temporality in Takashi
Murakami's superflat dimension; gender issues in relation to male pregnancy, motherhood and the family as represented in Hiroko Okada,
Mako Idemitsu, Miwako Ishiuchi and Yasumasa Morimura's works; sexual identity of the otaku, and sexual representations in manga and
anime; sexual organ depictions in the contemporary Japanese art and photography of Yayoi Kusama, Ryudai Takano, Yurie Nagashima,
Hiroshi Sugimoto and Makoto Saito's advertisements; literary representations of hermaphrodites in Tokuda Shusei's Arakure and fictional
genders in Kachikujin Yap; the history of prostitution and Bubu de la Madeliene and Yoshiko Shimada's performance art; a Buddhist reading
of Yoko Ono's Cut Piece; gender passing and masquerade in Kazuo Ohno and Tatsumi Hijikata's Butoh; and gender issues in Duras /
Rennais' Hiroshima mon amour. The contributors include leading researchers and curators such as Jennifer Robertson, Michiko Kasahara,
Tamaki Saito, Maki Isaka, Bracha Ettinger and others.
Team Futanari needs practice (and lots of it!) before the big game. They’ve gotten this far in the season by wearing skimpy uniforms and
distracting other teams by not wearing a bra, but that’s just not enough anymore. When their magic basketball comes to life and suggests
some pretty unusual training techniques, will the girls go for it? Even if they end up sweaty and exhausted in the end?
Ivan gets selected by Comrade Anastasia to be her new lover. Hot futa on male action ensues! Don't miss it!
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She kisses like a woman. She smells like a woman. She loves like a woman. But between her legs? She feels just like a man. She is a
futanari, and her passion cannot be tamed. In this collection of four erotic tales, three women and one man are seduced by lovers that
straddle two worlds - not only male and female, but carnal and romantic. In "My Futa Doctor," Harper's gynocologist offers a sensual solution
to her unique anatomy problem. In "My Nasty Futanari Neighbor," Abby hates the punk girl next door but can't deny her attraction. In "The
Futanari's Gigolo," Eddie is hired to satisfy a frosty cougar with a connection to his past. In "Suddenly Futanari," a magic spell transforms
Cassie's body...much to her roommate's delight! This bundle includes four previously published books and is 57,000 words. For readers 18 &
up. ~~~~~ Excerpt ~~~~~ From "Suddenly Futanari": I grinned. Softer this time, I slid my finger around the rim of her bellybutton. That odd
little orifice had teased me for so many weeks, and now I found that its lip was as soft as baby down. "You're so gentle," she whispered. "Do
you want me to be rougher?" "No," she said quickly. "No, it's nice. You're so nice?" Her slender fingers cupped my jaw and drew me in for
another, tentative kiss. "Why are you so nice to me?" Because I love you, I wanted to say. The words gripped the base of my tongue like the
cocked hammer of a gun. I wanted to confess. I wanted to grab her, kiss her harder, squeeze her soft thighs until she whimpered the same.
But that would have crossed a line there would be no coming back from. I knew Rebecca wasn't gay. I knew this was comfort to her. She
wanted my touch, maybe a soft kiss or two, but more would have confused her. It hurt not to tell her. It triggered a physical ache deep in my
chest that spread up my arms and tightened my veins. You're giving me a heart attack, I thought, as I gently slid her hair out of her eyes and
kissed her nose. "I want you to feel better," I whispered. "We're just having fun, right?" "Sure." A smile broke over her peach lips. "Oh God, I
was just thinking of that girl you used to date. Tiffany? I think she was Japanese?" "Teresa." Rebecca's brows knit together. "She was so
mean to me. I never understood why she was such a bitch." I laughed. "She wasn't that mean?" "Not to you!" Rebecca exclaimed. She turned
bright red when she realized how loud her voice went. We'd been whispering together on the couch for so long that she actually put her hand
to her mouth. We giggled together, as if somehow we were interrupting an invisible crowd of people in our secluded apartment. "Not to you,"
she repeated, more quietly. She idly drew her fingers through my hair. "You had her wrapped around your finger. But she always gave me
these looks. She rolled her eyes whenever I said something. I felt like I was offending her in some secret lesbo code." "I didn't have her
wrapped around my finger?" I murmured. "Oh shut up," said Rebecca. "She was so into you." I shrugged. "Maybe she felt threatened by you."
"Why?" It was my turn to play with her hair. "Because she knew I was protective of you. I had to leave a date once to pick you up from the
club. Do you remember?" "Ugh," the girl moaned. "Barely. That was a bad night." She gripped my hand?sliding mid-way through her purple
tress?and squeezed. "Thank you." I squeezed back. "She thought we were sleeping together." Rebecca's eyes bugged out. "Seriously? Oh,
that explains a lot." She scooted down on the couch and moved my hand from her hair to the space just below her breast. It was provocative.
Deliberate. And she gave me a mischievous little grin when she did it, as if to say, "Your ex's worst fear has finally come true." Of course I
knew that wouldn't happen. Rebecca didn't want to sleep with me. I kept reminding myself that, hoping she'd prove me wrong.
Fanny’s frustrated. She hates sharing in a dorm room, but her parents want her to get the full college experience. Fanny doesn’t want to
sound like a brat, but how can she have any fun when she’s stuck with boring blind Serena as a roommate? That girl spends ALL her time
studying. What a nerd! But there’s a reason Serena endlessly studies anatomy: she’s got more of it than other girls. When Fanny finds out
her roommate’s secret, suddenly their college dorm seems much sexier. Will Fanny’s self-conscious roomie indulge her lesbian lust?
Chelsea Summers has signed the contract from hell. In order to stop a sex tape of herself with the futa socialite Chantelle LeBron from seeing
the light of day, the teen must become a sexual servant to the futa billionaire Trisha Stern. But keeping Trisha satisfied every day isn?t easy,
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and there?s always the temptation to sneak into the billionaire?s private study and finding where she's hiding that incriminating tape...
BONDED TO A FUTANARI BILLIONAIRE is the third book in the FUTANARI BILLIONAIRE series, and is over 16,000 words of dominant,
hardcore sex between a woman and a futanari! ~~~~~ PG Excerpt ~~~~~ The billionaire took another drag of her cigarette. For a moment,
Chelsea saw the coldness in the woman?s eyes. ?I think you need to lie there and think about what you really want out of this.? She replied.
?You?d be silly to forget what it is I?m dangling over your head.? And with that, she left the room, leaving the college student alone on the
bed, dripping with sweat and regret. Not just regret for screaming Michelle?s name, but for trusting Chantelle LeBron; for getting herself into
this mess in the first place. Eventually, the bedroom door creaked open and the light overhead flicked on. Chelsea screwed her eyes shut at
the sudden assault of light, then slowly opened them to see if Trisha was looking any less cold and vengeful. Only it wasn?t Trisha. She was
someone about Chelsea?s age who was wearing a French maid?s uniform. She had short, dark brown hair and chocolatey eyes. Her skin
was lightly tanned, and dark freckles dotted her nose. The uniform was low-cut, exposing her tanned cleavage between frilly white lace, and
the skirt was so high it barely covered the top few inches of her legs. The stranger approached the bed, keeping her eyes downcast to avoid
meeting Chelsea?s. The teen was grateful for this ? it wasn?t fun being seen by a total stranger handcuffed naked to the bed, doused in
sweat and semen. The girl went to the top posts and, with a key, began working the locks. ?D-did Trisha ask you to unchain me?? She didn?t
reply, Chelsea brought her voice down to a whisper. ?Is she nearby? Is she outside the room?? ?Ms. Stern ordered me not to speak to you,?
she replied without emotion. She undid both cuffs on her hands, and then moved down to the lower posts where her feet were bound.
Chelsea watched her stiff movements and stony expression. Then it hit her. ?She?s got you, too!? The maid didn?t react or respond. ?Trisha
threatened to release a tape of me with two other women if I didn?t move in with her. Is she doing something like that to you? I didn?t even
think there?d be anyone else here, but I guess with a house as big as this, she must have more than one.? Again, the girl said nothing.
Chelsea was desperate to make a connection before this maid finished uncuffing her. She needed a potential ally to help her get through this
madness. ?What?s your name? I?m Chelsea. Chelsea Summers. I?m going to college. Well, that?s ending in a few days, then I have to put it
on hold. We can help each other, you know. Whatever she?s holding over your head, maybe I can help you with it. Maybe it doesn?t have to
be like this.?
Futa on Female Erotica! Meet my biggest dickgirl yet, a stunning young woman named Alicia! She's a tall, confident blonde with one tragic
flaw: she's simply far too long and thick for any man or woman to handle. Until she meets Shelly, that is. Having just been dumped by her
modestly endowed boyfriend due to her sassy mouth, the curvy young brunette is drawn to the uber-hung futa like a moth to flame. Can the
two women find a way to console one other? Read and find out! Warning! I've outdone myself with this one, as far as size goes. Not for the
faint of heart!
The story of how I moved to a new town, met a super sexy futanari at a photography meet-up, and how she made me her slut. Hot futa on
male action! Don't miss it!
Akano the Futanari has promised Matt and Amanda she can get them into a posh VIP lounge at an upscale restaurant. This requires getting
past a very pretty but snooty Maitre Di. But as seen in the previous 2 books in this series the Futanari is very persuasive. There is also iceskating, romance, humor and sex. This is intended for a mature audience over 18. All characters are over 18.
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